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Abstract
Cyber attacks on civil aviation critical information infrastructure such as Automatic Surveillance DependentBroadcast (ADS-B) spoofing targeting ground stations could cause major detrimental impacts to the
performance of Air Traffic Management (ATM) operations. To mitigate the risks of spoofing attacks, a deep
understanding of the possible impacts is crucial. Therefore, we analyzed the perturbated states of the flight
`Arrivals-Ground Movement-Departures' (AGMOD) dynamics during an emergency using a discrete events
model. We simulated attack scenarios and observed the emerged cascading effects in the form of flight delay
propagation through quantification of delayed time steps and number of affected aircraft within the AGMOD
phases.

Background & Motivation

Proposed Idea and Methodology

§ Openness of ADS-B which is using open channels
over non-encrypted protocol makes it vulnerable
to cyber attacks. Message Injection - Ground
Station Ghost Inject is categorized with highest
risks amid low execution complexity. (Wu et al.,
2020).
§ Attack Impact exists in the form of Flight delays
propagation and can be probed quantitatively
through the cascading effects in AGMOD phases.

§ A quantitative model has been built based on
discrete events approach using Matlab.
§ Model framework consists of two key factors:
1) Response by Air Traffic Control (ATC)
2) AGMOD Dynamics

Result
§ Under a simulation run time of t=60, key AGMOD
phases in Scenario A and B recorded substantive
delays compared to the Baseline. Delays began in
the Arrival phase after ATC conducted verification
to ghost aircraft in the Arrival Queue 1. All
following aircraft were also served with similar
service time due to prolonged attack (ghost aircraft
detected in the queue.
§ The delays were propagated further into the next
key phases, namely the Gate, Pushback , and
Takeoff. The metrics to demonstrate the cascading
effects are the delayed time steps at the key
phases of AGMOD and number of the affected
aircraft. Summary of results are as follows:
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§ 3 test scenarios were crafted to simulate
baseline (no attack), light spoofing attack and
heavy spoofing attack using different set of
parameters.
§ The main distinguishing criteria between the
three scenarios are intergeneration time,
magnitude of spoofed ADS-B into the targeted air
traffic
region,
and
ATC
response
(service
time)
sample parameter:

Conclusion and Future Work
§The scale of the delays is correlated with the
magnitude of the attack, which is in this study,
greater number of spoofed ADS-B introduced had
caused longer delays in the AGMOD Phases.
§Future work will focus on enabling takeoffs during
light attacks by estimating ghost aircraft attributes
and concurrent ‘Arrival-Takeoff’ queue checking.
https://iplab.naist.jp/

